Performance of the Baxter Flo-Gard 6201 volumetric infusion pump for monoplace chamber applications.
For non-hyperbaric purposes, the Baxter Flo-Gard 6201 volumetric pump is capable of infusing multiple types of fluids at rates of 1-1,999 ml x h(-1). We designed a study to determine flow accuracy of this pump at variable rates, fluid viscosities, and volumes over a range of chamber pressures. For hyperbaric use, the pump pressure sensor was adjusted. Sodium chloride solution 0.9% (NS), enteral formula, and packed red blood cells (PRBC) were infused at varying rates from 86.1 to 304 kPa (0.85 to 3.0 atm abs). For NS, measured compared to set flow rates ranged from 12.5% to -7.5% at settings of 1 and 5 ml x h(-1) from 86.1 to 304 kPa (0.85 to 3.0 atm abs) pressures, respectively. For NS infusions at a set rate of 100 ml x h(-1), the measured flow was identical to the set rate at all pressures. At flow settings of 1,999 ml x h(-1), the measured flow varied from the set flow by +/-4.9% Enteral infusion at 100 ml x h(-1) showed approximately a 3% increase in the measured vs. set flow rate. PRBC measured flow rates ranged from -0.4 to 6% of the set rate. During chamber compression and decompression, with set flow rates from 1 to 10 ml x h(-1), the measured flow was considerably less than expected during compression and more than expected during decompression. In conclusion, the Baxter Flo-Gard 6201 infusion pump demonstrated acceptable performance for infusing saline, enteral formula, and PRBC at low and high infusion rates into the pressurized monoplace hyperbaric chamber up to 304 kPa (3 atm abs), with the exception of low rates during compression and decompression.